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ABSTRACT
Anonymous communication, that is secure end-to-end and unlink-

able, plays a critical role in protecting user privacy by prevent-

ing service providers from using message metadata to discover

communication links between any two users. Techniques, such as

Mix-net, DC-net, time delay, cover traffic, Secure Multiparty Com-

putation (SMC) and Private Information Retrieval, can be used to

achieve anonymous communication. SMC-based approach gener-

ally offers stronger simulation based security guarantee. In this

paper, we propose a simple and novel SMC approach to establish-

ing anonymous communication, easily implementable with two

non-colluding servers which have only communication and storage

related capabilities. Our approach offers stronger security guaran-

tee against malicious adversaries without incurring a great deal

of extra computation. To show its practicality, we implemented

our solutions using Chameleon Cloud to simulate the interactions

among a million users, and extensive simulations were conducted to

show message latency with various group sizes. Our approach is ef-

ficient for smaller group sizes and sub-group communication while

preserving message integrity. Also, it does not have the message

collision problem.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Pseudonymity, anonymity and un-
traceability.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Secure end-to-end communication is an essential tool to protect

data confidentiality and personal privacy. Although this mechanism

prevents network providers from accessing user data, they still

know who is talking to whom from message metadata which can

disclose a great deal of information regarding an individual [13, 35].

Thus, only hiding the content of a conversation is not enough. To

prevent metadata from linking users and revealing their private

information, we can utilize anonymous communication tools. In

this paper, anonymous communication means the channel is:

(1) Secure end-to-end: The communication channel between any

two users, e.g., Alice and Bob, is secured. That is, only Alice

and Bob can access the information shared between them.

(2) Anonymous/unlinkable: Only Alice and Bob know they are

communicating with each other. A service provider knows

data was sent or received among a group of people, but it

does not know which two users are actually communicating.

The degree of anonymity depends on the size of the group.

Several methods based on Mix-net [9] have been proposed to create

anonymous communication, such as Loopix [33] and Karaoke [29].

To prevent traffic analysis [21], these solutions also incorporate

either time delay or covering traffic to hide communication patterns

among the users. Like Vuvuzela [38], their security guarantee is

related to Differential Privacy (DP) [5, 17] which offers a weaker

anonymity protection due to its small information leakage. Pung

[3] and MCMix [2] offer stronger anonymity guarantee by adopting

Private Information Retrieval (PIR) [12, 26] and Secure Multiparty

Computation (SMC) [19, 40] techniques respectively. Pung is com-

putationally secure. By “computational”, we mean the protocol does

not leak any information regarding the original messages assum-

ing probabilistic polynomially-bounded adversaries. MCMix can

theoretically achieves information theoretic security that assumes

the adversary has unlimited computing power. Both security guar-

antees are stronger than DP, but information theoretic security is

considered to be the strongest among the three models.

The current implementation of MCMix is not secure against ma-

licious adversaries who can arbitrarily diverge from the prescribed
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execution path of a protocol. More importantly, message loss is

inevitable under MCMix when multiple users simultaneously send

message to the same user. This can cause a situation where honest

users unknowing jam the system to deny communications among

other users. (Details are provided in Section 2.)

1.1 Our Main Contribution
The main goal of this paper is to propose simple and novel so-

lutions to implement an anonymous communication framework

with stronger security guarantees against malicious adversaries.

Specifically, we design novel broadcasting and secret sharing based

two-server protocols for achieving anonymous communication,

which possess several desirable properties:

• Stronger security: Our proposed protocols are information

theoretically secure when one server follows the protocol or

the two servers do not collude.

• Design simplicity: (1) Most operations are sending/receiving

messages which can be easily implemented with servers only

providing storage related functionalities. (2) The computa-

tions on the server side are minimal, and no communications

are required between the servers. (3) Only two non-colluding

servers are needed to implement the proposed protocols.

• Asynchronous dial protocol: The existing solutions require

the users being online and participating in the dial protocol

simultaneously. In our design, users do not need to be online

all the time, and no synchronization is needed among the

parties. Dial protocol allows two parties to establish a “hand-

shake” before starting the actual communication.

• Built-in support for subgroup communication: Suppose the
subgroup size is κ. The existing solutions need to go through
κ rounds and incur κ times of the baseline complexity. How-

ever, if κ ≤
⌊ n
2

⌋
, our protocols can handle subgroup com-

munication in one round without incurring much additional

complexity, where n denotes the group size.

The main drawback of our protocols is adopting broadcasting as a

building block. For Bob to send a message to Alice within a group

of n users, the network will incur about n + 2 messages in our

approach. Comparing to some existing solutions, our approach

incurs higher message complexity when the group size becomes

large but possesses stronger security guarantees and is much easier

to implement. Detailed comparison is given in Section 2.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents

the existing anonymous communication platforms and discusses

their limitations. Section 3 provides an overview of the proposed so-

lution and the threat model. Section 4 presents the protocol details.

Section 5 provides security and complexity analyses, and exten-

sions for subgroup communication. Section 6 presents the empirical

results to show the scalability of the proposed solutions. Section 7

concludes the paper with lessons learned and future work.

2 RELATEDWORK
There has been countless research related to anonymous commu-

nication. A good starting place is the survey on secure messaging

[37]. Here we group them into several categories based on their

underlining design principles and security guarantees.

2.1 Mix-Net and Differential Privacy
Mix-net [9] based solutions, Tor [16], Hornet [10], and information

slicing [22], aim to provide highly efficient anonymity from all but

a global adversary. Anonymity is not guaranteed if all links in the

network can be observed [21], but in exchange, they can scale to

millions of users and terabytes of traffic as shown by Tor.

The second set of works Vuvuzela [38], Alpenhorn [30], Stadium

[36], and Karaoke [29] were published in series. They achieve Dif-

ferential Privacy [5, 17] for encrypted conversation metadata and

the latest work, Karaoke, can scale to millions of users. This is done

by shuffling traffic between a subset of hundreds of servers and

verifying protocol execution. The users need to be online every

round, and a party is required to coordinate the start of rounds.

Alpenhorn uses an additional set of servers to derive a shared secret

between two users using identity-based encryption. XRD [28] in-

stead proposes a novel hybrid shuffle that relies on several separate

Mixnets to scale and ensures at least one hop in common between

all chains. Loopix [33] adopts time delay to hide traffic patterns

and a number of servers to improve system response time. cMix

[8] also employs mix-net design but can shuffle messages faster by

not using public key operations. All these solutions assume that at

least one server is honest and they offer a weaker security because

Differential Privacy, by definition, leaks a small amount of infor-

mation [2]. These solutions can protect message integrity through

authenticated channels, but they cannot achieve this for the ini-

tial messages that are used to set up the channels. Furthermore, a

general framework is proposed in [4] that analyzes the security of

anonymous communication protocols based on Differential Privacy.

2.2 SMC and PIR
Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC) and Private Information Re-

trieval (PIR) can also be used to achieve anonymous communication

with stronger security guarantees compared to Differential Privacy.

Pung [3], a PIR based technique, offers an anonymity of
1

n where

n is the group size, but it assumes the existence of a dial protocol

to connect users and cannot verify message integrity. Talek [11]

is also based on PIR, but it assumes that a group of users shares

a common secret and it cannot detect message modifications by

malicious servers. Riffle [27] is an interesting middle ground in that

any user can access any message and download all messages, or just

download a particular message of interest using PIR. It can verify if

the servers behaved correctly during the message shuffling phase,

but it does not guarantee the users will receive the correct mes-

sages. Riposte [14] and Express [18] use distributed point functions

to implement anonymous communication. Riposte requires three

servers to prevent malicious behaviors. On the other hand, Express

only requires two servers and adopts symmetric key encryption and

message re-randomization to improve efficiency. To our knowledge,

both systems do not provide a mechanism to detect if a message

is modified by a malicious server. In addition, the mailbox owner

need out-of-band channels to distribute the address of a mailbox to

other communicating peers. AsynchroMix [31] and Spectrum [32]

both implement secure broadcasting and do not support end-to-end

anonymous communication.

MCMix [2] is the other anonymous communication protocol

based on SMC, but it is only secure under the semi-honest adversary



model where the servers follow the protocol. Thus, its security

guarantee is weaker than ours. MCMix utilizes an oblivious sorting

protocol [20] to pair up users during dial phase and swap their

messages during conversation phase. The protocol requires at least

three servers, and as long as two servers are honest and do not

collude, anonymity is guaranteed and bounded by the group size n.
However, message integrity cannot be verified or ensured which

our proposed protocol intends to solve. The message complexity

in the entire system is bounded by Ω(ln logn). These complexities

are for sending one or “more” messages. However, how many more

messages can be delivered each round is not clear due to the fact that

starvation could occur whenmultiple senders want to communicate

with the same recipient during each round.

In addition, MCMix has much higher communication round com-

plexity comparing to 1 round in our case. Furthermore, our protocol

allows efficient subgroup communication with amortized commu-

nication complexity O(n) which is more efficient than MCMix. In

summary, the mix-net design generally achieves differential pri-

vacy [5, 17] for encrypted conversation metadata against global

adversaries. Differential privacy offers weaker security guarantee

against the global adversary comparing to MCMix, Pung, and our

approach. Comparing to MCMix and Pung, our solution provides

detectability of malicious behaviors to ensure message integrity.

2.3 DC-Net and other Approaches
The DC-Net [7] inspired approaches, DiceMix [34], Verdict [15],

and Dissent-AT [39], enable a user to anonymously send a message

to a group of users, much like the Dining Cryptographers Prob-

lem. These approaches offer strong anonymity properties, but they

are not designed for point-to-point communication since all users

see every message. To make these solutions work in our problem

domain, each pair of users have to share a secret key, and a user

would need to decrypt every message. If one of the messages can be

decrypted successfully, then the user know he or she is the recipient.

This approach is inefficient since all keys and messages pairs have

to be examined to retrieve the actual messages.

Like our approach, Cloudtransport [6] uses major storage ser-

vices like Dropbox or Amazon. They argue that an authority would

not want to ban a service like Amazon that plays a significant role

in running the country’s infrastructure. Therefore, if citizens use

that service, the authority will not shut down the service without

harming themselves. Users create a rendezvous account within the

service. Then some bridge (a third party) uses the account to upload

a file on the user’s behalf. Finally, another user uses the bridge to

retrieve the file on the user’s behalf. The issue with this work is

that implementation details are not fully specified. For two users to

coordinate file exchange, they either need a third party to facilitate

exchanging information or need some kind of out-of-band commu-

nication. Moreover, it is unclear how to keep user’s information

secure and anonymous from these third parties.

3 DESIGN OVERVIEW
The core idea of the proposed solution is depicted in Figure 1. As

shown, Bob’s messagem is represented with two shares, denoted by

m1, a random bit string of equal length tom, andm2 =m ⊕m1. The

two shares are stored separately at Server 1 and Server 2. Since each

share when viewed individually is random (or pseudo-random in

practice depending on the randomness of the generator), each alone

does not leak any information under the information-theoretical

model (or computational model in practice) regardingm aside from

the length of the message. The length can be hidden by padding

each share up to a maximum allowable message size. Then the

servers can deliver their own shares to users connected to Bob

in the network. By combining these shares locally, Bob’s friends

will be able to retrieve the actual messagem. This setting can be

extended with more than two servers.

Figure 1: Two-Server Framework for Secure Messaging

The approach given in Figure 1 achieves data confidentiality

against the service providers as long as one of the servers follows

the protocol or the two servers do not collude. However, the ap-

proach is not sufficient to achieve end-to-end secure and anony-

mous communication since everyone connected to Bob will receive

his message. At the other extreme, Bob could send a unique mes-

sage to each user in one round of communication. This achieves

anonymity but increases the amount of messages Bob needs to

send. Ideally, if Bob wants to communicate with one person in the

group, he should only need to send a constant number of messages.

Thus, the key challenge is how to efficiently use secret sharing and

the two-server framework to build an anonymous communication

network between any two users in a group.

As the existing solutions, our protocol operates in round, and

each round includes sending and receiving messages. However,

unlike the existing solutions, during each round, our protocol allows

a user to send and receive messages to and from multiple other

users. In addition, the dial protocols (e.g., obliviously connecting

a pair of users before conversing) of the existing work require

participation of all users at the same time. On the other hand, our

dial protocol is asynchronous and independent from the messaging

protocol which provides extra flexibility in practice.

3.1 An Alternative Design based on
Broadcasting and PKI

It is possible to design a simple protocol utilizing broadcasting and

public key infrastructure (PKI), like BAR [25]. In this solution, all

users’ public keys are shared, and there is a single server. To send

a messagem to user i , the sender encryptsm with the public key

pki of user i and sends the ciphertext Epki (m) to the server. The

server collects and forwards these ciphertexts to all users. Thus,

each recipient receives Ω(n) messages in each time step if there are

total n senders. Each user then tries to decrypt all of the messages

it received from the server in every round. This approach can be

improved in the following ways:



• PKI key management at user level is both expensive and

challenging. For instance, to make sure the legitimacy of

the public keys, the users have to send their keys through

different channels directly to the other users.

• A malicious server can refuse to broadcast the messages to

users without being detected. Adding another server can

solve this problem assuming one of the servers is honest.

Our proposed solution also adopts the two-server setting;

however, we eliminate the need of PKI among the users.

• Our approach, combining secret sharing and the two-server

setting, is theoretically more secure than the PKI-based solu-

tion, and it only assumes that the communication channels

between a server and a user is private. Although private

channels are commonly achieved using PKI in practice, more

secure solutions are possible, such as secure communication

based on quantum cryptography (SECOQC).

• PKI can leak information on user identifies. If users want

to remain anonymous in addition to their communication

patterns, PKI may not be applicable.

3.2 Threat Model and Assumptions
The anonymous communication application generally classifies the

participating parties into three categories:

• Users: the entities who communicate with other users in the

same anonymity group or network.

• Servers: the entities who provide anonymous communica-

tion services to the users.

• Global adversary: who can observe the entire network traf-

fics and attempt to identify the end-to-end communication

links between any two users.

The standard threat model adopted by the existing solutions as-

sumes that the users are honest, at least one server follows the

protocol, and the global adversary does not collude with the servers.

Also, the communication channel between a user and a server is

private. To our knowledge, the existing solutions do not consider

the situations where both servers and users are malicious. Initially,

we adopt the same threat model as the existing work, and we later

discuss possible secure extensions of our protocol against both

malicious servers and users.

Since the servers only send/receive messages from the users

and manage the session keys (used for pair-wise communication

between two users), malicious behaviors regarding the servers may

include: not participating in the protocol, modifying the messages

and the session keys. A malicious global adversary can modify and

drop messages. Amalicious user may eavesdrop on other users’ con-

versation. In summary, our initial solution provides the following

security guarantees when either server follows the protocol:

• Anonymity and confidentiality: Connection anonymity and

message confidentiality are achievable. Connection anonymity

refers to the fact that the servers and the global adversary

cannot predict the communication link between a pair of

users better than a random guess.

• Detectability or verification: Malicious behaviors can be de-

tected. In other words, the users are able to verify the in-

tegrity of the received messages.

Later, we propose protocol extensions that combat malicious users

(while still assuming one of the servers is malicious) to prevent:

• Eavesdropping on other users: Our initial design assumes that

each user can only have one account at each sever. If a mali-

cious user creates multiple accounts at each server, the user

may be able to eavesdrop on other users’ communication;

that is, message confidentiality cannot be guaranteed if a

malicious user opens multiple accounts at each server. To

prevent this, we embed Diffie-Hellman key exchange pro-

tocol into the two-server framework that allows a user to

establish secure pairwise communication in the presence of

malicious users.

• Framing the honest server : Malicious users may frame honest

servers by generating messages that do not follow the re-

quired message format. In this case, we need to adopt digital

signature schemes to authenticate the origin of the mes-

sages. However, we do not need PKI or a central certificate

authority, and the two servers and the users work together

to authenticate the keys.

Note that preventing server-user collusion is seemingly impossible

because amaliciousmessage recipient can simply share the received

messages with a malicious server or other entities without being

caught. We are not aware of any existing solutions that can prevent

this type of collusion. Thus, our proposed solutions assume that

the servers and users do not collude and malicious behaviors are

limited to the aforementioned ones.

4 THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL
The proposed anonymous communication protocol is based on

secret sharing and the two-server framework presented in Figure 1.

4.1 Secret Sharing Scheme
Assumingm is a non-negative integer, to secretly sharem between

two servers S1 and S2, first randomly select a value m1 from Zp
where p denotes the domain size for the shares and is sufficient

large to accommodate m. Then m2 can be computed according

to m = m1 + m2 mod p. The secret share mi is stored at Si for
1 ≤ i ≤ 2. If the shares are intended for Alice, Si will sendmi to

her. By combining the two secret shares together, Alice can learnm.

Becausem1 is randomly generated, it does not leak any information

regarding the actual message m. In addition, due to the “+” and

“mod” operations,m2 is also randomly distributed in Zp . That is,
m2 alone does not reveal any information regardingm. Thus,m1

andm2 are called secret shares ofm. The XOR operator ⊕ can also

be used to generate secret shares in our protocol.

4.2 Illustration of the Main Idea
The proposed protocol consists of three phases: session key genera-

tion or dial protocol (one-time only for each communicating pair of

users, Section 4.3), message distribution (Section 4.4) and message

reconstruction (Section 4.5). Each session key is associated with

a specific message recipient, and it is generated by the message

sender. Each key can be used for multiple messages between the

sender and the recipient. Once the key is established, the conversa-

tion can begin. The proposed session key generation protocol has

the same purpose as the dial protocol in the literature. Unlike the



existing solutions, our protocol can be performed asynchronously

without requiring all users to participate at a specific time period.

Thus, our protocol is more flexible. To implement this, we could use

push or poll notification techniques utilized by E-mail applications.

A temporary storage is required at the servers’ side; however, the

storage can be very small since only one connection request to a

user needs to be buffered.

We consider a group of n users registered with two servers, and

their IDs can be the same across these servers. User IDs are managed

by the servers. If a new user joins the network and a user group, the

servers broadcast the user’s ID to the group. If a user already knows

his or her friend’s ID within the group, utilizing the network, the

user can send the friend a secure message to reveal his or her real

identity. If a user leaves a network or a specific group, the servers

will remove the user ID from the groups’ user lists.

To enable secure and anonymous pairwise communication using

broadcasting, the main idea is to divide or partition this group

of users into two randomly generated sub-groups. The message

recipient is placed into different sub-groups across the two servers.

The other users will be in the same sub-groups. In this way, only the

recipient gets two shares of the actual message, and the other users

get only one share ofm. Thus, the resulting partitions/sub-groups

serves as a session key for a pair of users to communicate securely.

Here we provide a concrete example to illustrate the above idea.

Suppose there are a group of five users G = {u1,u2,u3,u4,u5}.
To achieve anonymous communication between any pair of users

in G, two disjoint sub-groups are generated by a random process

performed by the sender, e.g., Bob being one of the users:

• Randomly partition G into two random sub-groups G1 and

G2, such that G1 ∩G2 = ∅ and G1 ∪G2 = G.

Suppose u ∈ G is the message recipient. Based on G1 and G2, the

partitions on S1 and S2 are assigned as follows:

• On server S1: G
S1
1
← G1 and G

S1
2
← G2

• On server S2: without loss of generality, assuming u ∈ G1.

Remove u fromG1 and add it toG2 The resulting sub-groups

are denoted by Ĝ1 and Ĝ2. G
S2
1
← Ĝ1 and G

S2
2
← Ĝ2.

Let’s assume u = u3 for this example, and G1 = {u2,u3,u5} and
G2 = {u1,u4}. We have the following partition on each server:

• GS1
1
= {u2,u3,u5} and G

S1
2
= {u1,u4}

• GS2
1
= {u2,u5} and G

S2
2
= {u1,u3,u4}

The above group partitions can also be represented as a bit vector

assuming the ordering of the user IDs is known to the user. In our

example, the bit vector representations of the these partitions are

given below:

• GS1
1
= 01101 and GS1

2
= 10010

• GS2
1
= 01001 and GS2

2
= 10110

After the partitions are generated, Bob sends either the actual par-

titions or their vector representations to the servers. Suppose Bob

sends an l-bit messagem to u3, then Bob creates random shares

with the following notation convention:mj indicates the shares of

the actual messagem, and the subscript j is the server index.

• m1 ←R {0, 1}
l
andm2 ←m ⊕m1

• m′
1
←R {0, 1}

l
andm′

2
←R {0, 1}

l

For u3 to receivem, Bob sends the following messages:

• m1 → ⟨S1,G
S1
1
= {u2,u3,u5}⟩

• m2 → ⟨S2,G
S2
2
= {u1,u3,u4}⟩

• m′
1
→ ⟨S1,G

S1
2
= {u1,u4}⟩

• m′
2
→ ⟨S2,G

S2
1
= {u2,u5}⟩

The sharesm1 andm2 are sent to S1 and S2 respectively and dis-

tributed to the sub-groups to which u3 belongs. The random mes-

sagem′
1
is sent to the users in the sub-group indexed by 2 (i.e.,GS1

2
)

at server S1. The random message m′
2
is sent to the users in the

sub-group indexed by 1 (i.e.,GS2
1
) at server S2. At the end, each user

receives a pair of messages:

• u1: ⟨m2,m
′
1
⟩ →m2 ⊕m

′
1

u2: ⟨m1,m
′
2
⟩ →m1 ⊕m

′
2

• u3: ⟨m1,m2⟩ →m1 ⊕m2 u4: ⟨m2,m
′
1
⟩ →m2 ⊕m

′
1

• u5: ⟨m1,m
′
2
⟩ →m1 ⊕m

′
2

Obviously, only u3 receivesm1 andm2. As a result, u3 is able to
reconstructm ← m1 ⊕m2. This example only illustrates the key

ideas, and it lacks implementation details such as, how does u3
knowm is the actual message and how do the other users know

the messages they received are not the actual messages? These

questions will be answered in Section 4.4. The generated disjoint

sub-groups/partitions serve as a session key. Our formal group

partition algorithm is presented next.

Algorithm 1 Group-Partition(G,u) → ⟨GS1 ,GS2 ⟩

1: for i = 1 to 2 do
2: Gi ← ∅

3: end for
4: for each ui ∈ G do
5: j ∈R {1, 2}
6: G j ← G j ∪ {ui }
7: end for
8: GS1 ← ⟨G1,G2⟩

9: if u ∈ G1 then
10: GS2 ← ⟨G1 − {u},G2 ∪ {u}⟩
11: else
12: GS2 ← ⟨G1 ∪ {u},G2 − {u}⟩
13: end if
14: return ⟨GS1 ,GS2 ⟩

4.3 Group Partition
Here we generalize the steps given in the previous example assum-

ing n ≥ 2. The key steps are given in Algorithm 1. The number of

sub-groups is the same as that of the servers. Steps 1-3 initialize

each sub-group to an empty set. Steps 4-7 distribute elements in G
randomly to each of the two sub-groups, and the resulting set of

the sub-groups are denoted by GS1
. Steps 9-13 generate GS2

by re-

moving u from one sub-group and adding it to the other sub-group.

4.4 Generating Authenticated Messages
As illustrated in the previous example, the users in the same par-

tition receive the same message, and the number of messages a

user receives is the same as the number of servers, which is two. In

addition, the number of partitions is also equal to 2. Therefore, the

total number of messages that need to be generated by a sender is



four, two of which are the secret shares of the actual messagem.

The rest of messages are randomly generated. Regarding the secu-

rity guarantee, two important issues need to be addressed when

generating these messages:

• The message recipient knows the message received is the

actual message.

• The recipient can detect if the message has been altered by

a malicious server.

To solve the above problems, we propose a way to construct an

authenticated message. Letm be a message:

• m̂ ≡ 1| |m: ifm is real, prepend 1 to it.

• m̂ ≡ 0| |m: ifm is random, prepend 0 to it.

Next we define a scheme to authenticate m̂ where the main idea

is borrowed from [24]. Let q be a prime, such that m̂ ∈ Z+q and

m <
⌊ q
2

⌋
. The authentication function is given as:

C (m̂, r ) = m̂ ∗ r mod q, where r ∈R Z
+
q (1)

Then the shares of the message is produced as follows:

• ⟨m1,m2⟩ ← Gen-Shares(C(m̂, r )| |r | |m̂,p)

The Gen-Shares function produces secret shares of C(m̂, r )| |r | |m̂
according to the scheme discussed in Section 4.1 andp orZp denotes
the share domain ofm1 andm2. Whenm is very large, instead of

authenticatingm directly, the authentication code can be computed

based on a cryptographic hash ofm. Adding a hash computation to

our scheme is straightforward, and we will ignore this issue for the

rest of the paper.

Algorithm 2 Gen-Authenticated-Msg(m,p,q) → ®z1, ®z2

Require: m is the actual message, p and q are primes, such that

p > q3 to accommodate the three components ofC(m̂, r )| |r | |m̂
1: m̂ ← 1| |m
2: r ∈R Z

+
q

3: ⟨m1,m2⟩ ← Gen-Shares(C(m̂, r )| |r | |m̂,p)
4: for i = 1 to 2 do
5: r ′i ∈R

{
1, . . . ,

⌊ q
2

⌋
− 1

}
6: r ′′i ∈R Z

+
q

7: m′i ← C(0| |r ′i , r
′′
i )| |r

′′
i | |0| |r

′
i

8: ri ←m′i ⊕mi
9: ®zi ← ⟨ri ,mi ⟩

10: end for

The steps for generating authenticated messages and their shares

are provided in Algorithm 2. The algorithm takes the actual message

m and two prime numbers such that p > q3, andm is less than

⌊ q
2

⌋
.

Steps 1-3 produce authenticated actual message and its shares. Steps

4-10 produce authenticated random messages and their shares. The

purpose of each main step is discussed below:

• Step 1: prepend flag 1 tom to indicatem is an actual message.

• Step 2: generate a random number r , and it is used to authen-
ticate m̂ in the next step.

• Step 3: first, compute the authentication code of m̂, denoted

by C(m̂, r ). Then two additive shares of C(m̂, r )| |r | |m̂ are

generated in Zp , denoted bym1 andm2.

• Step 5: r ′i is randomly generated for representing the ith

random message.

• Step 6: r ′′i is randomly generated for committing or authen-

ticating r ′i .
• Step 7: first, r ′i is prepended with a 0 flag to indicate r ′i is a
random message. Then the commitment of 0| |r ′i is computed.

The whole authenticated message is denoted bym′i .
• Step 8: ri is generated bym′i ⊕mi . Thus, ri andmi are two

shares ofm′i .
• Step 9: ®zi denotes the shares ofm

′
i which will be distributed

to the users in the same sub-group.

Steps 5-9 are repeated one more time to produce another authenti-

cated random message and its additive shares.

4.4.1 Distributing Shares. Once the partitions and secret shares are
produced, the users are ready to communicate. Protocol 3 presents

the key steps that instruct the sender to deliver the shares of his

or her message to the servers which in turn send the shares to the

users in the same group. In this protocol, we need to pay special

attention to the two shares ofm, each of which is distributed to one

partition at a particular server.

• Step 1(a): The sender permutes the ordering of r1 andm1 so

that server S1 does not know which of the two messages is

related to the actual message. Without this step, the protocol

is still secure, but it makes easier to provide a simulation

based proof. See Section 5.1 for more details. The permuted

messages are denoted by ζ1.

• Step 1(b): Based on
®ζ1 and ®z2, this step produces ®ζ2 as follows.

If the first message or component of
®ζ1 ism1, thenm2 needs

to be the second component of
®ζ2. This makes sure that only

the targeted user receives bothm1 andm2.

• Step 1(c): The notation ⟨ ®ζ1[1],G
S1
1
⟩ indicates that the mes-

sage
®ζ1[1] is intended for users inGS1

1
whose partition/sub-

group is managed by S1. The notation ⟨ ®ζ2[1],G
S1
2
⟩ and Step

1(d) can be interpreted similarly.

• Steps 2 and 3: Each server delivers the message shares to

their intended users.

To prevent other users from receiving m, these users shall not

receive both shares ofm. The way that the partitions are formed and

the shares are distributed enforces that only the message recipient

obtains both shares ofm. This will be proved in Section 5.

4.5 Message Verification
When a user receives messages from the servers, the messages are

grouped by the sender’s ID and the message time-stamps. Here we

assume thatm1 andm2 have the same timestamps, and this can

be easily achieved by the sender’s local application. As mentioned

earlier, we only adopt additive secret sharing for the two-server

setting. In this case, after a user receives both sharesm1 andm2 of

a message, the user can reconstructm ←m1 ⊕m2 wherem repre-

sents either the actual message or a randomly generated message.

Let c | |r | |b | |m be the reconstructed message, the user performs the

following verification steps:

• If C(b | |m, r ) = c and b = 1, accept the message.

• If C(b | |m, r ) = c and b = 0, ignore the message.

• If C(b | |m, r ) , c , malicious behavior is detected.



Protocol 3 Dist-Msg

(
®z1, ®z2,G

S1 ,GS2
)

Require: Denote ®z1 ≡ ⟨r1,m1⟩ and ®z2 ≡ ⟨r2,m2⟩. Let ®zi ⟨1⟩ and
®zi ⟨2⟩ be the first and second element of ®zi Denote GS1 ≡

⟨GS1
1
,GS1

2
⟩ and GS2 ≡ ⟨GS2

1
,GS2

2
⟩

1: Sender:

(a) Randomly permute the ordering of the elements of ®z1,

denote the resulting vector as
®ζ1

(b) If
®ζ1[1] =m1:

• ®ζ2 ← ⟨r2,m2⟩

Otherwise:

• ®ζ2 ← ⟨m2, r2⟩

(c) Send ⟨ ®ζ1[1],G
S1
1
⟩ and ⟨ ®ζ2[1],G

S1
2
⟩ to S1

(d) Send ⟨ ®ζ1[2],G
S2
1
⟩ and ⟨ ®ζ2[2],G

S2
2
⟩ to S2

2: Server S1:

(a) Send
®ζ1[1] to users in GS1

1

(b) Send
®ζ2[1] to users in GS1

2

3: Server S2:

(a) Send
®ζ1[2] to users in GS2

1

(b) Send
®ζ2[2] to users in GS2

2

5 PROTOCOL ANALYSES AND EXTENSIONS
In this section, we present the detailed security analysis of our

protocol according to criteria given in Section 3.2. We will also

discuss protocol complexity and how to efficiently handle many-to-

one and one-to-many (sub-group) anonymous communications.

5.1 Security Analysis
First, we reiterate that sender anonymity is achieved via round

synchronization, the same approach as the existing solutions. That

is, the protocol operates in round, and all users participate in each

round which effectively disguise the actual senders and the com-

munication patterns. Additionally, the communication channels

between users and servers are private. As a result, the global adver-

sary who observes the entire network traffic cannot discover the

peer-to-peer communication links among the users and the actual

messages sent from users to servers, and vice versa.

The key functionality required at the servers is passing the mes-

sages around and no additional computations are needed. As a

result, the other security guarantees of the protocol is directly re-

lated to the underlying secret sharing scheme and how the shares

are distributed between the servers. First, we prove that our pro-

tocol achieves pair-wise communication. Then, we show message

confidentiality and connection anonymity are guaranteed through

the formal simulation based method.

Claim 1. Suppose the group partitions are generated using Al-
gorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, and the shares ofm and other random
values are distributed according to Protocol 3. Then only u can receive
two shares ofm, and the other users receive only one share ofm.

Proof. According to Algorithm 1, the users can be classified into

two categories:u and {vi }whereu is the targetedmessage recipient,

and {vi } denotes the set of users who remain in the same partition

across all servers. It is apparent that only u belongs two different

partitions or sub-groups between the two servers. According to

Protocol 3,m1 andm2 are sent to users in two different partitions.

Therefore, it is clear that u receives all shares ofm assuming no

faults occurred in the system. All users in {ui } are in the same

partition across all servers and receive either message pairs denoted

by
®ζ1 or ®ζ2 which contains one valid share ofm. □

The above claim is not valid when a malicious user can have multi-

ple accounts at each server which may allow the user to receive all

shares of the actual messages intended for other users. We address

this issue in Section 5.3. Next we prove that the servers do not

learn anything about the actual message based on the simulation

paradigm presented in [19]. In general, when considering malicious

adversaries, to prove a protocol is secure in literature of Secure Mul-

tiparty Computation (SMC) [19, 40], we need to show whatever an

adversary can learn in the real model (executing the real protocol)

is indistinguishable from what the adversary can learn from the

ideal model (computations are performed by a trusted third party).

Since our protocol does not return any values to the servers, our

proof can adopt a simplified version of the read-ideal paradigm. In

particular, we produce a simulator Sim that generates a simulated

view of an adversary, identical to the real view. More details are

provided below.

Claim 2. Assume one server follows the protocol and the users do
not collude with the servers, Protocol 3 is information theoretically
secure against the servers. In other words, the servers learn nothing
about the actual message.

Proof. The servers receive two types of messages related to

either the session key (Algorithm 1) or message shares (Algorithm

2 and Protocol 3). We build a simulator Sim for simulating both

messages or views. Since our protocol is symmetric, Sim is the same

for either server, and it performs the following with input G (the

set of n) users and p (the domain size):

• Initialize G∗
1
and G∗

2
to be empty set.

• For each ui ∈ G , Sim flips a fair coin: if it is head, ui is added
to G∗

1
. Otherwise, ui is added to G∗

2
.

• Randomly generate r∗
1
and r∗

2
from Zp .

The simulated view of an adversary consists of:

• View
Sim
G ,p ≡

{〈
r∗
1
,G∗

1

〉
,
〈
r∗
2
,G∗

2

〉}
According to the protocol, the real view of an adversary consists of:

• View
π
G ,p ≡

{〈
®ζ1[i],G

Si
1

〉
,
〈
®ζ2[i],G

Si
2

〉}
Partly because r∗

1
, r∗

2
,
®ζ1[i] and ®ζ2[i] are independently and identi-

cally distributed in Zp and partly because G∗
1
, G∗

2
, GSi

1
, and GSi

1
are

also independently and identically distributed, View
Sim
G ,p is identical

to View
π
G ,p . This implies that the adversary or each server does not

learn anything about the actual message during protocol execution.

Thus, Dist-Msg (Protocol 3) is information theoretically secure. □

Claim 3. Using the additive secret sharing scheme and one server
follows the protocol or the two servers do not collude, the proposed
protocol achieves detectability with probability 1 − 1

q .



Proof. In this proof, without loss of generality, we consider S1
is the malicious server. There are two cases that guide our analysis:

• The malicious server S1 wants the recipient u to receive and

accept a specific message m̂ whose two shares are denoted

by m̂1 and m̂2.

• The malicious servers want the recipient u to receive and

accept any m̂ that is different fromm.

In either case, S1 modifies the first share to replace the actual share

m1 ofm it received. As a result, u receives m̂1 andm2 wherem2

is the non-modified share ofm from server S2. For u to accept a

specific m̂ as a legitimate message, it must be the case that m̂2 =m2.

Sincem2 is uniformly random, Prob(m̂2 =m2) =
1

|m2 |
= 1

q3
.

Under the second case, since the only condition for u to accept

a message is to verify the commitment, the chance of a message,

constructed by randomly generated shares, resulting a consistent

commitment is given by
q2

q3
= 1

q . Consequently, combining the two

cases, any modification to the legitimate message can be detected

with probability bounded by 1 − 1

q in the worst case. □

As acknowledged before, when the users are malicious and have

multiple accounts at each server, it is possible for these users to

eavesdrop on other users and frame an honest server. We propose

certain mechanisms to combat malicious users, and the detailed

discussion is give in Section 5.3.

5.2 Message Complexity
The local computation at each server is negligible comparing to

the communication cost. Thus, we only focus on message complex-

ity including the number of messages and rounds. Suppose each

message has a fixed size of s bits. Since the group partition needs

to be performed once for a recipient (but not for each message),

we separate the complexity into two phases: group partition and

sending a message. Assuming each set can be packed into one mes-

sage, then the sender sends two messages per server. Thus, the total

number of messages sent is four or 4s bits. On the server side, local

computation time is approximate to n since managing the grouping

information only needs to store user IDs once. Since each server

receives two messages or 2s bits, the total message complexity for

the entire system is the same as those of the sender. The protocol

requires only one round of communication between a sender and

the two servers.

For sending a message, the sender needs to generate four mes-

sages and two of them are shares of m. The senders sends two

messages to each server. Thus, the total number of messages sent

is four or 4s bits. For the other users (including the targeted re-

cipient), each of them receives two messages which is also the

message complexity for the users. Each server receives two mes-

sages from the sender and sends them to n users. Therefore, the

message complexity for each server is 2 + n or (2 + n)s bits.

5.3 Security Against Malicious Users
Our current design assumes that each user can only have one ac-

count at each server and has the same user ID at both servers. If a

user has multiple accounts at each server, it is possible for the users

to obtain messages intended for other users. Here we provide a

brief description on how to prevent malicious users from receiving

all secret shares ofm. Under the Diffie-Hellman key exchange pro-

tocol, suppose д is a generator of Z+p where p is a prime, and д and

p public parameters. If Bob wants to send a confidential message

to Alice, the two parties first need to agree on a secret key which

encrypts the subsequent messages. Bob generates a random value x
from Z+p , and sends д

x
to Alice under the proposed communication

framework. Bob also needs to embed some special information to

indicate this particular message is for establishing a secret key. Af-

ter receiving the message, Alice generates a random value y from

Z+p , and sends д
y
to Bob. Then both parties derive дxy as the secret

key for encrypting confidential messages between Alice and Bob.

Another change needs to be made is related to the session key

generation or group partitioning for Bob to send themessage related

to дx . To ensure a malicious user who has multiple accounts does

not receive дx , instead of two partitions at each server, Bob creates

κ partitions. The larger the κ, the less likely the malicious user

obtains дx . The probability of disclosing дx to any malicious user

becomes 0 when Bob sets κ = n. In this case, Bob needs to generate

more messages locally. However, this is one time cost, and the

amortized cost is negligible if Bob wants to establish shared keys

with a number of users which can be done all at once. On the other

hand, when Alice replies with дy , she does not need to change the

standard partition protocol on her side.

5.3.1 Preventing Malicious Users from Framing Honest Servers. A
malicious user can frame innocent servers by intentionally gener-

ating messages that do not follow the required format, e.g., append

a bit to indicate the message type. To prevent this from happening,

we can require that when sending a message to the servers, each

user adds a digital signature of the message which can be verified

by the servers. As discussed in Section 3, PKI has several drawbacks

if adopted in our application domain. In what follows, we presents

key ideas on how a user can establish a trusted signing-verifying

key pair of any digital signature scheme without using PKI. The fol-

lowing steps are performed between a user (e.g., Bob) and the two

servers S1 and S2 each of whom has a publicly know public-private

key pair

〈
pusi ,prsi

〉
:

• Bob generates a public-private key pair ⟨pub ,prb ⟩ for a given
digital signature scheme agreed by participating parties.

Send pub to both S1 and S2.
• Suppose Si receives k

i
b from Bob. If all three parties follow

the protocol, k1b = k
2

b = pub .
• S1 and S2 exchange the keys received from Bob:

– S1 sends k
1

b | |Signpus1

(
k1b

)
to S2, where Signpus

1

(
k1b

)
is

S1’s signature of k
1

b .

– S2 sends k
2

b | |Signpus2

(
k2b

)
to S1, where Signpus

2

(
k2b

)
is

S2’s signature of k
2

b .

• If k1b , k2b and the signatures cannot be verified by both

servers, reject the key and abort.

If the above steps executed successfully, the key pub is established

between Bob and the two servers. Afterwards, the servers are re-

quired to verify the subsequent messages they receive from Bob

before forwarding them to the other users. If the messages cannot

be verified, they will be rejected. When forwarding the messages

to other users, each server also needs to append its signature to



the messages. The users verify the signatures before accepting the

messages from the servers. If the messages cannot be verified, the

protocol aborts. Next we analyze why the above steps can prevent

a malicious user from framing an honest server.

Without loss of generality, assume S1 is honest, and Bob sends

Alice a message m. Let m1 and m2 denote the shares of m. If m
cannot be verified by Alice and S1 gets blamed for it, the following

steps have occurred:

• S1 received m1 | |Signpub (m1) from Bob, and the signature

was verified.

• S1 sentm
′
1
| |Signpus

1

(m1) to Alice who verified the signature

and acceptedm1

The verification, that proves S1 innocence, proceeds as follows:

• Alice broadcastsm′
1
| |Signpus

1

(m1).

• S1 broadcasts k
2

b | |Signpus2

(
k2b

)
, pub , andm1 | |Signpub (m1).

• Honest users or servers can check that k2b = pub ,m1 =m
′
1

and the signatures can be verified. Then this proves that S1
followed the protocol when sending the shares ofm to Alice.

5.4 One-to-Many Communication
The existing solutions do not support efficient one-to-many anony-

mous communication in the sense that the message has to be sent

(received) to (from) one person within each round. Additionally,

message collisions cannot be avoided in MCMix. In other words,

if two or more users want to send messages to the same recipient,

some of these users will not be able to send any messages to their

intended recipients. This starvation behavior can persist through

each round of protocol execution. Clearly, assuming each user only

communicates with a different user (to avoid message collision)

during each round is not realistic and impractical, and we do not

know if this is fixable based on the current design of MCMix.

Our solution does not have the message collision problem and

can be easily modified to achieve efficient subgroup communica-

tion. Under one-to-many communication model, we consider two

different situations:

• Subgroup communication: a user wants to send the same

message to a subgroup of users.

• General one-to-many communication: a user wants to send

different messages to a subgroup of users.

5.4.1 Subgroup Communication. The goal of our previously pro-

posed partition algorithm is to generate random partitions given a

single message recipient. However, it is not clear if the algorithm

can produce the required randomness given a subgroup of users

whose size is a fraction of n. Here we propose a different partition
algorithm that works for a single user or a sub-group Gτ of users

whose size is bounded by
n
2
(i.e., |Gτ | ≤ ⌊

n
2
⌋). The key ideas for

the new partition algorithm work as follows assuming n is divisible

by 2 for illustration purpose:

• First, we permute the group of users and evenly divide them

into two disjoint subgroups. During the permutation and

group division, Gτ remains in the same subgroup.

• Then, we swap Gτ with a subset of users with the same size

in another subgroup to produce the needed partitions for

different servers.

Algorithm 4 Group-Partition*(G,Gτ ) → GS1 ,GS2

Require: G is a group of n, Gτ ∈ G (message recipients) and

|Gτ | ≤ ⌊
n
2
⌋

1: Permute G and divide it into two equal size subgroups G1 and

G2 while treatingGτ as an atomic element, i.e., |G1 | = |G2 | and

either Gτ ⊆ G1 or Gτ ⊆ G2

2: GS1
1
← G1 and G

S1
2
← G2

3: GS1 ←
〈
GS1
1
,GS1

2

〉
4: if Gτ ⊆ G1 then
5: Gτ̂ ←R G2 and |Gτ̂ | = |Gτ |

6: G ′
1
← (G1 −Gτ ) ∪Gτ̂

7: G ′
2
← (G2 −Gτ̂ ) ∪Gτ

8: else
9: Gτ̂ ←R G1 and |Gτ̂ | = |Gτ |

10: G ′
1
← (G1 −Gτ̂ ) ∪Gτ

11: G ′
2
← (G2 −Gτ ) ∪Gτ̂

12: end if
13: GS2

1
← G ′

1
and GS2

2
← G ′

2

14: GS2 ←
〈
GS2
1
,GS2

2

〉
The key steps of the modified group partition algorithm are given

in Algorithm 4.

• Step 1:G is randomly permuted while keepingGτ as a single

element inG , and then divideG into two equal partitionsG1

and G2 such that Gτ belongs to one of the sub-partitions.

• Steps 2-3: AssignG1 andG2 as the group partitions for server

S1, denoted by GS1
1

and GS1
2

respectively.

• Steps 4-7: IfGτ belongs toG1, then randomly select a subset

Gτ̂ from G2, and swap Gτ and Gτ̂ to create G ′
1
and G ′

2
.

• Steps 9-11: IfGτ belongs toG2, then randomly select a subset

Gτ̂ from G1, and swap Gτ and Gτ̂ to create G ′
1
and G ′

2
.

• Steps 13 and 14: Create partitions GS2
for S2.

To enable subgroup communication, we also need to make a small

modification to message generation. Based on the partition algo-

rithm, we can observe that the partitions will not be the same across

the servers due to the swap operation. However, we can still make it

work by the strategies discussed below. In Algorithm 2, the senders

generate two pairs of messages: ⟨r1,m1⟩ and ⟨r2,m2⟩, such that

• m1 ⊕m2 = C(1| |m, r )| |r | |1| |m
• ri ⊕mi =m

′
i = C(0| |r

′
i , r
′′
i )| |r

′′
i | |0| |r

′
i , for i ∈ {1, 2}

The targeted user or message recipient u obtains bothm1 andm2.

The users in the same partition receives either ⟨r1,m1⟩ or ⟨r2,m2⟩

Due to the modified partition (Algorithm 4), the users inGτ̂ receives

r1 and r2. Since r1 ⊕ r2 produces random value, the users in Gτ̂
cannot distinguish a real message from a message modified by one

of the malicious servers. In other words, these users lose the capa-

bility of verifying message integrity. Thus, we need to modify the

message generation algorithm by adding one more pair of messages

denoted by ⟨r3,m3⟩, such that r1 ⊕ r2 ⊕ r3 = C(0| |r
′
3
, r ′′
3
)| |r ′′

3
| |0| |r ′

3
:

• r3 = r1 ⊕ r2 ⊕ C(0| |r
′
3
, r ′′
3
)| |r ′′

3
| |0| |r ′

3

m3 is a randomly generated dummy value. Then Protocol 3 can be

easily modified to ensure users in Gτ̂ to receive r1, r2 and r3. The
message reconstruction method discussed in Section 4.5 needs to



be slightly changed. Instead of receiving two shares in the original

protocol, now each user receives three shares, e.g., s1, s2 and s3.
Thus, the users try four combinations, denoted by si ⊕ sj (i , j)
and s1 ⊕ s2 ⊕ s3. If none of the combinations return a valid message,

the users detect cheating by the servers.

5.4.2 General One-to-Many Communication. To support general
one-to-many communication is straightforward in our design. Sup-

pose there are n total users and Alice wants to send different mes-

sages to κ (1 ≤ κ ≤ n) users denoted by η = {η1, . . . ,ηκ } users.
Alice performs the following:

• Randomly partition the n users into κ disjoint subgroups

Gη1 , . . . ,Gηκ
and each subgroup contains around

n
κ users

and ηi ∈ G
ηi

for 1 ≤ i ≤ κ.
• In parallel and for each Gηi

, applies the steps given in Algo-

rithms 1 and 2 Protocol 3.

Following these steps, the servers can learn the number of users (e.g.,

κ) Alice is communicating in each round. In order to hide κ, Alice
can pad Gηi

with additional users out of the n users. These noise
users will only receive authenticated random messages. For each

round, we can randomize the number of noise users. In addition, to

further randomize the process, Alice could distribute these κ users

into multiple rounds.

5.4.3 Amortized Complexity. According to our modified protocol

for one-to-many communication, in each round, a user can send

and receive from many other users. The complexity of the existing

solutions is described per message sent. In this case, the communi-

cation complexity for our protocol becomes (kn2/κ) where k is the

number of servers and k = 2 for our protocol. If κ is a fraction of

n, then the complexity becomes O(kn) which is the same as most

mix-net based solutions. Whereas, the communication complexity

of MCMix is O(kln logn) for sending one message per party assum-

ing that each user sends message to a different recipient to avoid

message collisions. The round complexity is one round for our pro-

tocol, and κ and O(κ logn) rounds for mix-net based solutions and

MCMix respectively where κ is the subgroup size.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The efficiency and scalability of our proposed protocol is evaluated

in throughput and bandwidth with respect to the number of users in

the anonymity set. We also compare our performance with MCMix

[2] that offers information theoretic security.

6.1 Hardware Specifications
We have implemented the complete end-to-end logic for our proto-

col in C++ with no GUI elements. This was done in C++ gcc version

9.1.1, with GMP for secure random number generation along with

bit operations and Boost Asio 1.69.0 for network communication. To

evaluate the computational and bandwidth burden of our approach,

we utilized Chameleon Cloud [23] to handle deploying instances of

our image, Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS. We ran instances each with 128GB

RAM, 48 Intel Xeon E5-2670 v3 2.3GHz processors, and 10 Gbps net-

work bandwidth. Two of these instances ran as a server to receive

and distribute messages. The other 5 instances simulated clients in

each experiment. These simulated clients shared a TCP connection

to avoid overloading the servers, but no batching of request or mes-

sage distribution was done in order to more realistically simulate

the cost of many communicating clients.

6.2 Experiment Set-up and Outcomes
In each experiment, active clients generate a grouping and sends

a message to themselves which allows us to easily estimate one

round of sending and receiving time. The evaluation adopts the

following parameters:

• Message size: fixed to 256 bytes to simulate common Twitter

message size.

• The p and q values in Algorithm 2 are 2048-bit and 6144-bit

respectively to accommodate the 256-byte message size.

• Latency: each client records message generation time, round-

trip message travel time, and message reconstruction time.

• Bandwidth: network traffics incurred by a 256-byte message.

• Group size: the number of users in a sub-group.

Each client simulator is scheduled as a cron task to start at precisely

the same time. First simulators generate and send a grouping for

every active user. When all groupings have been successfully sent,

the simulators generate and send an encrypted message for each

user. Throughout this process, the total run time is recorded for

each simulator and divided by its total simulated users to estimate

the average message latency for each user.

Figure 2: Message Latency for users within a group

Figure 3: Message Latency for a million users active users
divided into groups of given size

In the first experiment, we want to see how the group sizes

affect the overall performance. Given a specific group size, the

experiment simulates one round of communication where each



user sends a message to one other user or a subgroup of users. The

average running time for delivering a message is shown in Figure

2. The solid line indicates the time for sending one message per

user, and the dashed line shows the average amortized cost for

each user to send messages to a subgroup of κ users. We set κ to

be 25% of each group size which is well within the ⌊ n
2
⌋ threshold.

When κ increases, the amortized cost decreases. These results show

that when the group size increases, the running time increases

quadratically. However, the amortized cost remains linear and is

only affected by the subgroup size. Although the dashed line seems

flat, the actual cost increases slightly as the group size grows.

In the second experiment, we show a situation where a million

total users are divided into multiple groups of sizes varying from

500 to 10000. For example, for the group size of 500, the one million

users are distributed to 2000 groups, and the users only communi-

cate within their own groups. Since the total number of users is

fixed, the larger the group size, the smaller number of groups will

be produced. As shown in Figure 3, the latency increases with the

size of the anonymity set. The high communication latency is in

part caused by our simulation where we could only use several com-

puters to simulate interactions among a million users. In addition,

all simulations were performed by a single thread. In a real environ-

ment, the two storage servers would have very high parallelization

capability (with hundreds or thousands of computers running in

parallel), and users can interact with the servers simultaneously.

The latency should be much less in the real world. Furthermore,

as shown in Figures 2-4, the amortized latency is very small. Thus,

our solution is efficient for high traffic applications.

6.3 Comparing to MCMix
As mentioned early, mix-net based protocols are generally more

efficient but less secure comparing to SMC-based solutions. MCMix

is the only other SMC-based approach, and it has several key differ-

ences comparing to our proposed solution as discussed in Section

2.2. We implemented MCMix using the source provided at [1] and

calculated average messaging time shown in Figure 4. Note that

the figure only includes message latency and not the setup phase

for users. Clearly, above 10000 active users, MCMix starts to run

faster than our protocol. However, our amortized cost (by setting

κ to be 25% of the total users within a group) is lower, especially

for large n. This experiment does not include the cost of MCMix’s

dialing phase which has significant cost. While dialing is not imple-

mented at the given source, the complexity is at least as expensive

as the messaging protocol itself. Figure 5 demonstrates the cost of

establishing communication (or the dialing phase) in MCMix and

our protocol. Clearly, our dialing protocol (i.e., group partitioning)

is significantly more efficient.

As acknowledged in our theoretical analysis, the main limitation

of our approach is its high bandwidth for very large anonymity set

as shown in Figure 6. The bandwidth is generated by each message

sent within a group of users with a specific size. As expected, the

bandwidth increases as does the group size.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we proposed a simple solution to achieve anonymous

communication secure against malicious adversaries. Comparing

Figure 4: Message Latency in a round of MCMix, excluding
setup phase

Figure 5: The average time for a user to establish informa-
tion needed to message in both approaches.

Figure 6: Server Bandwidth per message sent by a user
within a group of given size

to the existing solutions, our approaches are very easy to imple-

ment (e.g., requiring two independent servers with storage and

communication capabilities) and offer additional security guaran-

tees, such as, efficient detectability of message modification. To

show the feasibility of our approach, we implemented our solution

using Chameleon Cloud. The result shows the solution is salable for

smaller group sizes. For subgroup communications, our protocol is

efficient even for a large group.

The message complexity of our protocol for sending one message

per user is still high. As a future work, we will reduce the message

complexity by exploring random sampling techniques that may

allow selection of a subset users to produce the needed partitions

without decreasing the degree of connection anonymity. Another

direction is to add additional servers to achieve fault-tolerance.

That is, when one or more server fails, the rest of the servers can



still provide anonymous communication services. Although the

communication complexity will also increase, the trade-off between

efficiency and security may be necessary for certain situations.
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